Doors from nature

Stunning Internal Doors Created
with Care and Precision.

our passion
is our doors.
These beautiful made-to-order doors use natural components to blend the beauty and natural
characteristics of wood to provide durability, stability and a high acoustic performance. We believe internal doors should be viewed as furniture,
creating impact through thoughtful design.

We have enormous respect for the natural environment from which
we draw inspiration and upon which we base our production concept. The design team and production workshop has passed numerous inspections, due to the location, in the middle of a national
park. Every day the design team and skilled craftsmen are inspired
by the forest, which is a perfect environment for a creative work.
The focus is on detail. The door design process is imperative, with
the precise selection of the best materials to create fashionable and
unique finishes. The doors are characterized by three key features:
quality, unique designs and functionality.
1. quality
is ensured through product testing and investment in externally audited testing.
2. unique designs
are ensured as we work hand in hand with interior designers, architects and our passionate customers as they seek to fulfil their visions.
3. functionality
is constantly reviewed to look at innovative of opening, finishing,
soundproofing and the may other aspects that a high-performance
door can enhance not only the aesthetics of a property.

Photo: PLASKIE door leaf in DI MODA OAK SAVANNA finish — non-rebated door frame VERA — wider head — black handle

doors simple,
but unique
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Take time to view our website and brochures
to see which colour or finish suits the vision
of your project or home. For example there
is a dozen options of the oak finish including
Savanna, Natura, Solano and Flader. Our
doors look good with uniform finishes as well:
white, black or grey.

Nature is universal and timeless. It can
make a statement and enhance a child’s
room, living room or kitchen. Internal
doors should not be seen as a solely
functional product but one that creates
a design statement, a piece of additional furniture that improves the harmony of
a room’s finish and thus the enjoyment
of those that live within it.

nature

A different perspective can be achieved with
a wider head or a contrasting black handle.
Each different design touch creates a different accent to the finished product.

The same type of door can be made
in many different variants. Below we
show only a few examples of what
doors we can do for you.

concealed door
frame

flat doors

wider architrave
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extra high

non-rebated door with
VERA door frame

without the top beam

rebated door: inside
or outside opening
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with a fanlight

All our products are made-to-order,
we do not produce in volume and
keep in stock. Therefore, we have
greater flexibility to adapt the doors
to specific dimensions and designs in
line with our customer’s requirements.

Photo: FRESA door leaf in white PAINTED finish — non-rebated frame VERA RETRO — wider head — decorative architraves

doors for those
who appreciate
classic style
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For the bold and daring finishes such
as black or indigo can be selected that
look magnificent.

If you choose a dark finish – such as
English Oak or Cognac Oak, you will
give the interior an even greater class
and elegance.

Classic doors are perhaps best presented in a white painted version or a traditional veneer, shades of light and dark
depending on your design intention.
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Doors in this style fit both period properties, contemporary apartments, rooms
with high ceilings and hotel interiors.
They delight with architectural design
elements such as decorative architraves
or a wider head.
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Choosing the door to match the
interior it is important to meet functional requirements but why not
treat it as a piece of furniture, an architectural statement which enhances and enriches your environment.

glazed door

sliding door DIVA, door style FRESA (not visible
side is flat)

The same door style exists in many
variants as a conventional side
hung internal doors, pocket door or
a sliding door.
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double door
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PLASKIE with the door
frame VERA RETRO

not glazed

with a decorative head

Photo: tower door leaf in painted finish, dual colour — wooden adjusted frame — black spy hole and handle

apartment
entrance doors
to match interior
door design
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Whether it is your home or for a client, it
is important that the apartment door looks
on trend and adds to the interior design.
first impressions count.
Sometimes the door from the public staircase to the flat is required to look the
same as others on the main hall (for example, be in a dark finish). Therefore, we can
offer a perfect solution which is dual finish
— internally different to match the apartment’s design not the external hallway.

The entrance door can be painted or
covered with finishes from our collections
NATURA, DI MODA, GLOSSA or HPL.
This provides a lot of design possibilities.
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Not forgetting the finishing touches which
can create an impression in their own right
if carefully selected such as a handle.

new!

Another element to consider is
the architraves which can be
made wider or finished with
black painted metal panels.

INTERNAL DOORS
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alba 1

Alba 3

bolzano 2

bolzano 3

bolzano 4

bolzano 5

bolzano 9

capri 2

capri 5

capri 6

capri 9

derby

derby, dual colour

derby, pattern alba 1

derby, pattern alba 3

glosero 2

glosero 5

glosero 6

glosero 9

flat door, system
rondo

livorno

livorno, dual colour

lukka

lukka, dual colour

lukka, Lacobel

FLAT DOOR

FLAT DOOR, half glazed

FLAT DOOR, fully glazed

FLAT DOOR, fully glazed
with rails

FLAT DOOR with metal
door frame

INTERNAL DOORS
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classic 4, half glazed

classic 4, half glazed
with crossbar

classic 4, not glazed

classic 5, half glazed
with crossbar

classic 5, not glazed

classic 6, not glazed

new!

classic 4, fully glazed
with crossbar

new!

classic 1, with mirror

new!

new!

classic 1
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classic 7, not glazed

shape of the routing in
classic

fresa 1, fully glazed

fresa 1, not glazed

loggia, half glazed

fresa 3, not glazed

fresa 4, not glazed

fresa 5, not glazed

new!

loggia, half glazed with
crossbar

fresa 3, half glazed

new!

loggia, fully glazed with
crossbar

fresa 2, not glazed

new!

new!

new!

loggia, not glazed

fresa 2, half glazed

loggia, fully glazed

szklane, frosted

szklane, clear

szklane, pattern alba 1

szklane, pattern alba 3

ENTRANCE AND FIRE DOORS
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diament, pattern alba 1

diament, pattern alba 3

diament 7

wenus 0

wenus 0, pattern alba 1

wenus 0, pattern alba 3

tower 0, pattern fresa 4

new!

diament 5

tower 0, pattern fresa 3

new!

diament 4

tower 0, pattern fresa 2

new!

diament 0

tower 0, pattern fresa 1

new!

tower 7

new!

tower 0, pattern alba 3

new!

tower 0, pattern alba 1

new!

tower 5

new!

tower 4

new!

new!

tower 0

diament, pattern fresa 1

diament, pattern fresa 2

diament, pattern fresa 3

diament, pattern fresa 4

TOWER STRONG door designs look the same as TOWER but have
a different technical specification. TYTAN door designs look the
same as the DIAMENT but have a different technical specification.

SLIDING DOORS
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sliding system SYnTESIS
LINE – glass door

sliding system muto
– glass door

new!

sliding system DIVA – glass
door

new!

sliding system DIVA
– timber door

sliding system SYnTESIS
LINE – timber door

sliding system rea
– timber door

new!

new!

pocket sliding system
– glass door

sliding system magic
– timber door

pocket sliding system
– timber door

sliding system
inter door
– timber door

new!
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interdoor.pl
facebook.com/interdoor/

Hand finish makes every our
door unique.

pinterest.com/interdoor/

We choose only best quality
timber.

instagram.com/inter_door/

We’re inspired by nature – its
beauty, harmony and endurance.

